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Scientific Report
1.1 Aims
This Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) is meant to provide preliminary
insights into how Europe’s Directorate General on Research and Innovation (DG
R&I,
“the
Host”
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm)
understands
interdisciplinary (ID) research, and how ID knowledge creation is enabled or
constrained by current funding practices defined by DG R&I.
INTREPID’s object of study is transversal to all the funding life cycle from the
definition of the political agendas, policy statements/priorities, research
programmes, funding calls for projects, ex ante evaluation, selection and
excellence criteria, ex post assessment of output, outcomes and impact of
research. The main objective through this STSM is to collect data from DG R&I
top officials and members of staff about the European research policy, research
agenda and vision for interdisciplinarity and their evaluation of experience to
date in relation to the integration of interdisciplinarity in H2020 and EU research
more in general.
Thus, the STSM is to contribute directly to INTREPID’s Challenge 1 to reflect
and learn (http://www.intrepid-cost.eu/about-intrepid/), and to Challenge 2
(network) and 3 (enable ID) by adding members to our stakeholder group of
funding
agencies
(http://www.intrepid-cost.eu/join-the-funding-agenciesstakeholders/) and helping us to define our future conference targeting ID in EU
research funding, planned for 2017. INTREPID’s 2nd year conference will
coincide with the interim evaluation of H2020. With this conference we propose
to contribute to this evaluation with targeted analyses on the interdisciplinary
dimension of EU funding.
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1.2 Scope
Meetings with top officials and technical staff from DG R&I focused on one or
more of the following areas:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

Definitions, perceptions, views, expectations of/for ID research;
Leadership, policy and strategic choices in support of ID;
The practice of designing ID calls;
The evaluation of ID programs, projects;
The role of Social Sciences and Humanities in ID research.

Overall, these areas were discussed with four top officials and two officers from
DG R&I, a top official from the Joint Research Centre in Brussels (which
contributed to the building of the Societal Challenges) and two national experts
responsible for promoting H2020 research at home and national interests within
its Programmes. A second STSM focussed on the same areas in the context of
the European Research Council practices.

1.3 Preliminary findings
This section summarises the preliminary findings for the areas explored and
discussed during the STSM at DG R&I, with additional insights from the JRC
and national experts. The interview material is treated anonymously and codes
are used in […]. Direct quotes from interviewees are placed in “…”.
It is important to note here that H2020 started in 2014 and is therefore
still a relatively new experience.
1.3.1 A) Definitions, perceptions, views, expectations of/for ID research

Given the wide range of terms (multidisciplinarity (MD), interdisciplinarity (ID)
and transdisciplinarity (TD)) and the even wider possible interpretations in
academic and policy documents, the objective here was to understand the use
of these terms, and the range of meanings associated with them by DG R&I
officers. This information is important as it partly reveals the implicit and
explicit arguments being used to frame discourses around ID, and to develop
positions in favour or against the funding of ID and the promotion of ID
knowledge.
Terms and concepts
In line with theory and practice, DG R&I exhibits a rather diverse range of
terms and concepts when discussing ID. Most interviewees did not offer a
definition of ID, and many used MD and ID interchangeably in conversation
[E0-E3].
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Table 1 ID in H2020 key documents
Title and file
COUNCIL DECISION
establishing Horizon
2020
(2013/743/EU)
HORIZON 2020
PROPOSAL
EVALUATION Standard
briefing
(File: h2020_expertbriefing_en.pdf)

Grants Manual
Section on: Proposal
submission and evaluation
(sections III.5, III.6, IV.1,
IV.2) Version 1.4 28 May
2015

Detail on ID
This document refers several times to interdisciplinarity
but does not provide a specific definition:
•Interdiciplinary research, projects, ideas, approaches,
solutions.
Within H2020 evaluation, but as a briefing for experts.
- Only one reference to interdisciplinarity (and related
words)
(Evaluation for excellence)
“To the extent that the proposed work corresponds to the
topic description in the work programme:
•Clarity and pertinence of the objectives
•Soundness of the concept, and credibility of the proposed
methodology
•Extent that proposed work is beyond the state of the art,
and demonstrates innovation potential (e.g. groundbreaking objectives, novel concepts and approaches, new
products, services or business and organisational models)
•Appropriate consideration of interdisciplinary approaches
and, where relevant, use of stakeholder knowledge. ”
No reference to
interdisciplinarity (and related words), multidisciplinarity
(and related words), crossdisciplinarity (and related words)
and/or transdisciplinarity (and related words).

(File: h2020-guidepse_en.pdf)
Guidance for evaluators
of Horizon 2020
proposals Version 1.1 of
26 September 2014 (faq)
(File: h2020-evaluationfaq_en.pdf)
ERC Rules for
Submission and
Evaluation
Version 1.0 15 April 2014
(File: h2020-erc-serules_en.pdf)

No reference to
interdisciplinarity (and related words), multidisciplinarity
(and related words), crossdisciplinarity (and related words)
and/or transdisciplinarity (and related words).

ERC Rules for
Submission &
Evaluation (Commission
Decision C(2015) 4975)

- Within H2020 evaluation, but specifically related with
ERC (an amendment to the previous).
- Only one reference to interdisciplinarity (and related
words):

Within H2020 evaluation, but specifically related with ERC.
- Only one reference to interdisciplinarity (and related
words):
“Panel assessment: Panels have the duty to examine
consistently proposals falling within their area of
competence35 (35This includes cross-panel or crossdomain interdisciplinary proposals which may be assigned
for review to members of more than one Panel or
additional peer reviewers. ) and to operate in a coherent
manner with other panels, to ensure consistency of
treatment of proposals across the range of panels and the
scientific/technological areas open in the call.”
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Version 1.0 23 July 2015
(File: h2020-erc-se-rulesamended_en.pdf)

“Panel assessment: Panels have the duty to examine
consistently proposals falling within their area of
competence38 (38This includes cross-panel or crossdomain interdisciplinary proposals which may be assigned
for review to members of more than one Panel or
additional peer reviewers) and to operate in a coherent
manner with other panels, to ensure consistency of
treatment of proposals across the range of panels and the
scientific/technological areas open in the call.”

ID and H2020 Societal Challenges (SCs)
Horizon 2020 - the Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (20142020), or H2020, was conceived to break down silos and interviewees refer to
various types of silos: those in academic institutions, between disciplines,
between sectors, between industries and innovators, and between decisionmakers. Even though some argue that ID has always been an integral part of
EU research programmes, even before H2020: “In general we ask important
questions and we do not say who should answer… the DG [research] always
preferred large consortia… our programmes are always ID” [E6]. Again, this
reveals a range of interpretations when it comes to ID.
The Societal Challenges (SCs) are central to H2020 and are a way to
“embed” ID in H2020 programming [E0]: “To address the SCs it is almost selfevident: you need ID” [E5]. They are also a way to reinforce the message that
EU research programmes “are not here to ensure that each discipline gets its
funding… it is about societal challenges” [E5].

TD – Transdisciplinarity
The term ‘transdisciplinarity’ was almost never used by interviewees and, most
confirmed that their Units would refer to some of its characteristics, but rarely
to the term itself. The most relevant of these is the involvement of stakeholders
and society in research, including ideas of co-creation of knowledge. In fact,
according to one interviewee, it is TD, co-design and co-production with
society: “Including the needs of society” - rather than ID that really
characterises the innovative nature of H2020, given that a certain level of
integration of the natural and social sciences had already shaped FP5, FP6 and
FP7 [E4].
The knowledge sought in foresight “is about engagement, participatory
processes, multiple perspectives” [E1]. Foresight work is thus increasingly
geared towards promoting dialogue, in line with ideas of TD: “we need to have
a dialogue with the citizens: more focus groups, more surveys”. This raises
questions about the nature of knowledge and notions of “quality”, including the
issue of “peer review” and the business implications for scientific journals [E1].
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1.3.2 B) Leadership, policy and strategic choices in support of ID

Obstacles and leadership for ID
On leadership’s support for ID at DG R&I, several suggested that there was
support from the top management and that indeed this was “fundamental to
boost the development of ID”.
However, there appears to be significantly less leadership for ID amongst
the middle management. This is partly linked to perceived needs to “protect
their own silo” [E0; E1], “their comfort zones” [referred mainly to academia E0], but also lack of confidence in dealing with ID [E4]. Overall, it is
acknowledged that change is very slow and difficult especially in breaking silo
mentalities at the technical and researcher levels.
Even collaboration within or amongst units can be difficult, and
sometimes the impression is that “We are not advancing”. Cultural barriers to
the “sharing of knowledge” are still present, partly linked to personal agendas,
issues of status [E1].
At the JRC, the leadership is aware and supportive of the need to look at
issues through “multiple lens”, and is trying to implement significant structural
changes to deliver 360 degrees approach to evidence based policy [E1]. More
detailed information will be available after the summer.
Horizon
The term ‘horizon’ is itself an important strategic choice: it represents a
departure from the tradition of ‘framework programmes’, or FPs, with their
focus on specific themes and, some would say, disciplinary domains.
ID and the technology & innovation nexus
The importance of research and technology has always been central to EU
funding programmes. An interviewee linked ID to the pursuit of technological
innovation, and to “radical innovation” [E0]. This seems to go back to the
research policy debates of the 1980s, when increasing complexity of the themes
under discussion called for multi, inter and trans-disciplinarity, leading to the
emphasis of “collaborative research” [N2]. There was also the need to compete
with US and Japan’s technological advances, and as a way to address the
European Paradox – European research’s limited capacity to deliver marketable
products.
This partly explains why ID is often associated with new, innovative,
products. There is also a link here with the increasing reference to H2020 as an
“investment programme”, and the intention to go beyond “just better
understanding and knowledge” and promote “new market opportunities… we
finance demonstration projects” [E4].
ID in EU research discourse has also been associated with something that
has a distinguishing value and thus ought to be pursed, or “something to
achieve” [N1]. In terms of its link to technology and innovation, ID research’s
“added value” can be seen in the quality of the resulting products: “which
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should be… good, efficient, nice looking and practical” [E0]. ID is expected to
enable “completely innovative products…. not incremental” ones, and this will
also depend on new partnerships [E0].
Beyond SCs: 3 focus areas
This years’ work programme introduced Focus Areas which are a further
attempt to move beyond silos and to integrate the SCs themselves:
‘This work programme (2016-2017) part contains the following crosscutting calls: (i) Industry 2020 in the Circular Economy, (ii) Internet of
Things, and (iii) Smart and Sustainable Cities.’ From DG’s webpage.
“The Focus Areas are typically multidisciplinary… a specific work programme
that includes money, budget from the different challenges…. Smart citizen
community: you have money coming from energy, coming from transport, ICT…
from SSH”; they are a “pragmatic way of” promoting “de-facto ID” [E0].
This additional strategy seems to respond to some of comments
suggesting that the SCs had not completely succeeded in bringing down
barriers.
Taking the walls down… literally?
As ID and TD become more urgent and essential to the production of knowledge
required, the talk of silos and barriers shifts from issues of culture and power to
bricks and mortar. One interviewee referred to the notorious success of
companies such as Google and Apple, which create physical spaces of
encounter, but also to academic institutions such as MIT, which build entire new
structures with the aim of not reproducing traditional barriers: “Many
innovations… have been built over a coffee… [these are] very pragmatic...
operational ways of making ID alive” [E0].
ID research to support policy
The presence of a silo mentality amongst decision-makers, and poor
cooperation (“policy makers are not used to working together, do not
understand that they would benefit from the exchange and collaboration” [E1])
are similar to the kind encountered in academia. This means that ID-based
evidence encounters obstacles. When discussing knowledge for policy, there is a
need for a change in culture towards an appreciation of systemic and ID
knowledge amongst decision-makers [E1]. Too often the expectation is to
receive a set of figures, rather than rich and diverse analysis: 60-70% of
decision-makers would have difficulty engaging with results framed in ID terms
as opposed to more traditional policy data. Thus, there needs to be an effort in
demonstrating the “additional added value” of ID.
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1.3.3 C) The practice of designing ID calls

ID research needs research calls that are framed in ID terms [N2] and there is
a need for more guidance in preparing such calls [E4]. This largely new demand
places significant pressure on DG R&I officials who may not have the experience
of conceptualizing the specific problems in ID terms, and of writing a call’s text
accordingly: “staff does not feel fully confident… [it is] not easy for policy
officers” [E4]. Another difficulty is the need for capacity building in framing the
Impact section of calls in respect of an overall ID approach [E4].
The case of integrating social sciences and humanities (SSH) in H2020
calls, has led to the creation of a network of dedicated Liaison Officers from all
SCs n DG R&I and also from the major related DGs. Their mission is
“integrating SSH whenever and wherever is needed” [E2-3].
1.3.4 D) The evaluation of ID programs, projects

Since the DG has recently given responsibility for most evaluations (exceptions
include ERANET) to a separate agency, we will have to contact this directly to
discuss details of the treatment of ID in the evaluation process. However, a few
interesting comments were offered.
Evaluation of ID projects is “the major difficulty.. This is the grand
challenge”, and is comparable to the difficulty encountered with radical
innovation [E0]. In this sense, the experience of DG R&I appears consistent
with much of the literature which identifies evaluation, and in particular fair
treatment of ID proposals, as a major stumbling block. A system based on
hearings could increase fair treatment, but it would lose the confidentiality
dimension [E0]. Alternatively, the role of the full evaluation panels could be
discussed in line with the experience of ERC’s panel meetings (see separate
report).
With reference to more general peer review systems, it was noted that
they are generally “based on the same field, same mindset” [E0] making the
appreciation and valuing of ID ideas more difficult.
In terms of programme evaluation, the mid-term review of H2020 is due
next year so it is too early to draw major lessons. ID will be one of the crosscutting issues that will be examined [E5]. Nonetheless, an evaluation report
was published last year, with a specific focus on SSH {Hetel, 2015 #4228}.
This was deemed helpful both externally, as it provided arguments for the SSH
lobbying community, and internally as it contributed to raise awareness on the
need for a stronger SSH dimension in H2020 [E2-3]. Thanks to this early
evaluation and to following discussions, the 2015 programme already saw some
improvement in SSH relevant Calls and SSH-wording; as well as in terms of
broader ID-quality of submitted proposals [E2-3].
There is also the final ex-post evaluation of FP7: this favoured an ID
approach and supported the idea of SCs [E5].
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1.3.5 E) The role of Social Sciences and Humanities in ID research

This was perhaps the most controversial of all topics discussed during the
STSM. It certainly raised the strongest opinions revealing a somewhat polarised
discourse.
While a recent report (see below) suggests SSH is a somewhat weak
dimension of H2020 funding, reference to SSH is almost conspicuous, for
example within DG R&I website, where it is considered one of its “Themes”,
although no other discipline is mentioned here.1 Furthermore, the H2020 web
pages state:
“Integrating SSH research across Horizon 2020 is essential to maximise the
returns to society from investment in science and technology. Integrating the
socio-economic dimension into the design, development and implementation of
research itself and of new technologies can help find solutions to societal
problems. The idea to focus Horizon 2020 on 'challenges' rather than disciplinary
fields of research illustrates this new approach.”
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h20
20/ftags/ssh.html

Overall, there appear to be three challenges in terms of SSH and EU
research funding:
-‐
-‐

-‐

SSH disciplines and their communities need to re-engage with society,
with policy, and with the need to be relevant;
SSH needs to be better (more proactive) at finding opportunities for
integrating itself within the existing agenda and priorities set for each
Work Programme, Focus Areas and so on; this links to the need to
promote more integrated and diverse consortia;
SSH needs to conquer a space in the formulation and shaping of the
research priorities, and especially in the framing of problems from an
SSH perspective.

The SSH report
Key doc: Hetel, L., Møller, T.-E. and Stamm, J. (Eds.) (2015) Integration of
Social Sciences and Humanities in Horizon 2020: Participants, Budget and
Disciplines. Monitoring report, Directorate-General for Research and Innovation,
Inclusive, Innovative and Reflective Societies, Luxembourg: Publications Office
of the European Union.
The report notes the need for improvement in terms of the quality of
topics, feedback, evaluation and communication. It found that 5.9% of overall
funding for the 2014 Work Programme went to SSH partners.
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  These	
  are:	
  Bioeconomy;	
  Energy;	
  Environment;	
  Frontier	
  research	
  (ERC);	
  Health;	
  
Information	
  &	
  Communication;	
  	
  Technologies;	
  Innovation;	
  International	
  cooperation;	
  Key	
  
Enabling	
  Technologies;	
  	
  Marie	
  Skłodowska-‐Curie	
  Actions;	
  Nanotechnology;	
  Research	
  
Infrastructures;	
  SMEs;	
  Science	
  with	
  and	
  for	
  society;	
  Security;	
  Social	
  science	
  &	
  humanities;	
  
Space;	
  Synergies	
  with	
  Structural	
  funds	
  (including	
  the	
  Seal	
  of	
  Excellence);	
  Transport.	
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However, the methodology of this study may need revision especially the
categorization of ‘SSH partner’ on which most results are based.
Integrating SSH ‘into everything’?
Some see the future of SSH in terms of their integration into the mainstream
research agenda “just like maths or physics which are integrated into material
sciences”, and view the presence of the “SSH label” as “a phase of SSH trying
to fit in and gain some visibility” [N2].
Some viewed SSH lobbying rather critically, as an attempt to gain more
relevance and therefore funds, and accused SSH of resisting ID, and wanting to
stay separate [N2; E2-3].
The decision was made to ‘flag’ SSH-relevant topics (task coordinated by
the SSH Integration Team): “we are increasingly flagging SSH related calls….
because they were not being developed where the opportunities lie... SSH
needs to team up… and join consortia and take the initiative” [E5]. However, it
is sometimes perceived as “an add on and somewhat forced” [E4]. The
expression “add on” was used by several experts and seemed to represent the
disappointment of early prospects of more genuine forms of ID research [E2-4].
Is ID about SSH integration?
SSH integration in the context of programmes and funds allocated by H2020,
was often discussed as a measure of ID itself. And, to that effect, a sign that ID
is not progressing and may possibly be getting worse. The need for a ‘flagging’
mechanism that evaluates and allows SSH themes and relevance to be
highlighted across all SCs, was seen as much as a sign of difficulties, as of
progress - towards successful ID: “It is almost a common joke: did you see
they are shrinking it [SSH research programmes] again?” [E1].
Is the SSH label a useful one?
The 2015 report raised concerns about the relative success at receiving funds
within the ‘SSH’ family. In particular it noted the dominance of economics and
business topics and the very weak performance of the humanities and the arts.
The importance of cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness outcomes, and of
economics in relation to innovation and technology, help explain this result.
Hence, several interviewees were not overly concerned with this bias. Others
suggested that the perception of SSH as almost the same as economics seems
quite common.
This may explain why there is also a perceived tendency by some natural
scientists to be “good at SSH” and that non-SSH scientist might cover SSH in
panels and consortia [E2-3].
It remains unclear whether the emphasis given to ‘SSH’ is delivering
positive results: Is the need to ‘flag’ SSH in line or in contradiction with ideas of
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ID? Is flagging SSH responding to a genuine need for a different form of
knowledge or a more administrative need to provide balanced funding?
The DG R&I’s own work on research and foresight has identified important
cross-cutting ‘SSH’ themes, related to: trust, values, equality and governance
[E6] http://ec.europa.eu/research/foresight/index.cfm . Would emphasising
these (rather than the disciplinary package of ‘SSH’) be a better way forward?

1.4 Questions Arising
The following table summarises the questions arising from this preliminary
report:
Themes
Definitions, perceptions, views,
expectations of/for ID research;

Leadership, policy and strategic
choices in support of ID;

The practice of designing ID
calls;
The evaluation of ID programs,
projects;
The role of Social Sciences and
Humanities in ID research.

Arising questions
• Is a clear definition of interdisciplinarity
needed or will it narrow interpretations?
• Does it matter that inter and multi
disciplinarity are often used
interchangeably?
• Is transdisciplinarity a useful term, or a
confusing one?
• Is there a substantial link between ID, TD
and the ‘responsible research’ agenda?
• Is the added value of ID sufficiently clear
inside DG R&I and by H2020
‘beneficiaries’?
• How much difference can leadership for ID
make? Should more effort be made to this
effect?
• Is resistance to ID within middle
management a serious concern?
• Are the work programmes priorities and
core questions being conceived through
genuine ID perspectives? Are SSH
perspectives sufficiently represented at
this stage?
• Can more guidance and training of DG
R&I officers help strengthen the ID
dimension of future Work Programmes?
• Need to follow up with the dedicated
teams
• Is SSH flagging working?
• When is ‘add on’ good enough?
• Is the ‘SSH’ label serving the interests of
all SSH disciplines and of the kind of
knowledge DG R&I is seeking to promote
with H2020?
• Is SSH a problem of the SSH community?
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1.5 Follow up work
The next steps will include a reflection and comparison of preliminary findings
from DG R&I summarised here, with those related to ERC. The core questions
and challenges arising from these two STSMs will then be compared with the
arguments elaborated in the scientific literature on ID.
The aim is to present a short additional report that sets out priority themes for:
a follow-up STSM in the autumn 2016 and two INTREPID-coordinated events:
1) a targeted session on ID and SSH within EU funding/H2020 Programmes
– as part of an international conference on ID and SSH planned in
January 2017, at the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, in occasion of the
20th Anniversary of the Manifesto ‘Open the social sciences: Report of the
Gulbenkian Commission on the restructuring of the social sciences’
(coordinated by the Gulbenkian Commission on the Restructuring of the
Social Sciences (1996) Stanford University Press).
2) A workshop/symposium aimed at contributing to the interim evaluation of
H2020, with a focus on the role of ID research. This would ideally be held
in Brussels and organised – if possible – in collaboration with DG R&I.
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